
Maxxfan Dome Proudly Distributed in Australia and New Zealand By 

Experience fresh air & improved  
ventilation without compromise

MAXXFAN  
DOME
Rooftop or sidewall ventilation &  
moisture control in small areas



All specifications may be subject to change without notice.
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DEALER / SUPPLIER

Introducing the MAXXFAN Rooftop and Sidewall Ventilation  
Fan – a compact 12V solution that offers superior ventilation  
and moisture control for small spaces. 

This 6-inch exhaust-only fan is an ideal choice for various 
applications, including RVs, bathrooms, and small living areas, 
providing excellent air circulation and moisture management. 

Proudly compliant with Australian regulations, the MAXXFAN 
Dome presents a convenient solution that is both efficient,  
practical and offers great value for money. 

What sets it apart from typical 365x365mm fan vents is its  
compact size, measuring just 216.1mm whether installed on  
the roof or the side, and with a mere 74.4mm height in profile 
when closed. 

Operating the MAXXFAN Dome is effortless – a gentle push 
or pull on its large, comfortable handle is all it takes to open or 
close it. Experience enhanced comfort as the MAXXFAN Dome 
creates a refreshing atmosphere wherever it’s installed.

Features

 Designed for rooftop or sidewall ventilation applications 
 6” exhaust only fan with manual lift lid

 Locking lid with single-hand push button operation 
 Removable screens make cleaning a breeze
 Designed for 1” roof thicknesses - an extensions of up to 6” 

 is also included
 Matching fan guard included.  

 Fan guard acts as a rain shield and protects your interior  
 from weather and debris.  
 Additionally, the fan guard provides protection from  
 accidental contact with the fan blades
Specifications

Cutout Dimensions  6.25”
Built-In Rain Cover  Yes
Fan Speeds  1
Intake and Exhaust  Exhaust Only
Controls at Ceiling  Yes

Maxxfan Dome with Sleeve

Maxxfan Dome Plus with  
LED & Sleeve 
Choose the PLUS model for the added benefit of a 
bright LED light built into the base, eliminating the 
need for additional bathroom lighting.
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